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Under the patronage of HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, a
panel discussion entitled “The Impact of Institutional
Innovation and Creativity on the National Economy”
was held as part of the sessions of the Ninth Creativity
& Innovation Forum 2016 - Practical Applications
which was convened by the Rethinkers Company.
The forum took place from November 24 to 26 at the
Grand Hyatt Hotel. In his opening speech, Dr. AbuGhazaleh stated that any business must be as creative
as the individual thinker because of the urgent need
for this for business continuity.
He briefed the participants on the features of Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAG-Org), as an
example of the kind of institution that provides
continuity. “From its beginnings, the Talal AbuGhazaleh Organization was an exemplary model
of a company that maintained business continuity.

Since its establishment in 1972, TAG-Org has worked to achieve the very
mission that it was originally established for. Unlike some other companies,
TAG-Org encourages the sentiment that each member of staff has their own
particular mission rather than having them only focus on obtaining their
salary. In consequence of this strategy the growth and success of TAG-Org
was assured,” Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh pointed out.
Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh emphasized the need for each company to have its own identity
or its own trademark. He highlighted the importance of establishing a culture of
change in the workplace and in the decision-making process, because each phase
has to have its own policy and decisions.
The Ninth Creativity & Innovation Forum included the participation of the
European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM), and promoted the
concept that innovation is an industry that is characterized by its quality
inputs and outputs. It focuses on the most significant practical applications
at regional and international levels and encourages collaborative activities
to share best practice in the area of innovation, business development and
creative and innovative practical skills.
The panel discussion was held to mark the opening of the training forum.
Mr. Fadi Al-Daoud, Director of the Youth Forum for Policy Development
Initiative, moderated the session. During the session, Prof. Wissam
Rabadi, Head of USAID Jordan’s Competitiveness Program, highlighted
the importance of creating job opportunities in the knowledge and green
energy sectors, referring to the need for investment in both sectors. Mr.
Nasser Saleh, CEO and Founder of Madfoo3atCom, tackled the role of
knowledge in solving a variety of problems and particularly in saving
time and effort.
Ms. Rasha Barakat, HR and Administrative Executive Director of Zain
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Jordan, highlighted the early stages of the Zain Company, which focused on
entrepreneurship and innovation through its “Zain Platform” which promoted
innovation. Ms. Isra’a Mobideen, EFQM Middle East Manager, covered the
importance of improving the innovative efficiency and the environment of
creativity and innovation at organizations and companies.
At the end of the panel discussion, Dr. Lana Mobaideen thanked the session
chair as well as the speakers, and presented commemorative shields to them.

18 Tools for Picking the Perfect Domain Name

Choosing a domain name for your product, service or business can be one of the most
challenging steps in establishing your online identity. While it is important to choose
your name wisely, it can be difficult to craft a creative name that describes the essence
of your business.
Your name needs to be snappy, memorable and successfully communicate something
about your business, and because so many top-level domains (TLDs) are already taken,
it is no easy feat.
In this post, you will discover 18 excellent tools to help you create and choose domain
names, including a variety of search and suggestion web apps with a wide selection of
features, so you can craft the perfect domain name:
1. Domainr
Domainr allows you to explore the entire domain name space beyond the obvious .com,
.net and .org, and discover new and interesting domain names.
It anonymously logs searches and tracks over 1,700 top-level domains and over 1300
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generic TLDs, registrable at one of 219 accredited registrars. There are two external
APIs for web services and client-side implementations.
2. Lean Domain Search
Lean Domain Search’s domain name generator specializes in showcasing unique and
quirky domain names using prefixes and suffixes. It also checks the availability of the
exact match domain for your search term.
You can easily sort and filter search results to quickly find a great domain name. You can
also mark a search result as a favorite, so you can keep track of it.
3. BustAName
BustAName helps you find the perfect domain name by using its word combiner, finding

similar words and checking for available domains. You can save domains for review,
switch the word order to create new domains and combine up to three words. You can
also create groups of words to craft domain names, use hyphens, plurals or even drop the
last vowel.
4. Impossibility!
Impossibility! is a domain name generator that takes your keyword and combines it with
a carefully selected list of nouns, verbs and adjectives, before searching for unregistered
domain names and showing you the results. It uses multiple servers to make the experience
as quick as possible.
5. NameBoy
NameBoy is a domain name generator and database allowing you to perform a keyword
search with either one or two words, allowing for hyphens and rhyming words.
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It is simple to use: Just enter the words that describe the domain name you are looking
for, and NameBoy will generate a list of potential domain names, showing which ones
are available to purchase.
6. Domain Typer
Domain Typer is a fast, intuitive and easy-to-use domain tool. Simply enter your domain
keywords and Domain Typer will show whether that domain name is available, while
also generating random domain names.
If your first choice isn’t available, you can view a list of suggested domain hacks.
7. Name Mesh
Name Mesh uses synonyms and antonyms paired with real-world intelligence to help you
brainstorm unique domain names, using over 20 generators. You can see common short
top-level domains, mix words, preserve SEO, and check related and similar words.
If you use spaces between your keywords, you will receive improved results.
8. Domize
Domize offers speed and security to search domain names in an encrypted environment,
as well as checking whether a domain name has been previously registered.
9. Wordoid
Wordoid creates made-up words, which are unique and sound and look great. Each word
is no more than 10 letters long, and you can select from up to five languages, and even
mix and match languages to create a unique blend.
Wordoid allows you to change the quality level from low to high; the higher the quality,
the more the word resembles the natural words of the selected languages.
10. Dot-o-Mator
Dot-o-Mator lets you create domain name suggestions by selecting a list of words (e.g.,
colors and shapes) for the beginning and end of the domain. If you see a name you like,
you can combine the two and see the result, which can then be moved to the scratch box
to check its availability.
Dot-o-Mator is also available as an iOS app for use on the go.
11. DomainsBot
DomainsBot has been operating since 2004, taking your ideas and turning them into
names; showing available domain suggestions; alerting you of expired, expiring and forsale domains; and providing a Whois search.
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It also offers corresponding Twitter and Facebook identity suggestions. Use the
accompanying iPhone app to find great domains from the palm of your hand.
12. NameTumbler
NameTumbler gives you domain names by combining a keyword you want with a word
from the NameTumbler database. Once you combine words, you can choose your keyword
placement (at the beginning or end of the domain). You can use hyphens to separate
suggested terms, choose your extension and view the results.
13. NameStall
NameStall offers a suite of domain tools, including a domain name generator using
your preferred keywords and prefixes or suffixes from more than 180 word groups. The
domain name suggestion tool recommends a combination of two or three words, as well
as brandable names in five different domain categories.
14. Panabee

Panabee provides a simple way to search for domain names, app names, and company
or personal names. If your perfect name is taken, Panabee offers suggestions inspired
by your original domain idea, derived from phonemes, syllables, abbreviations, suffixes,
prefixes and popular trends.
15. Domain Puzzler
Domain Puzzler lets you search and discover domain names with “easy,” “advanced”
and “magic” options. The “magic” option takes your keywords and combines them with
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popular words, while the “easy” option just lets you check for availability. The advanced
option allows you to combine words and choose from your selected extensions.
16. SuggestName
SuggestName is a domain name generator that allows you to enter a prefix and suffix of
your choice, combine the two and then check to see if the domain name is available. You
can also choose from a list of colors, tech terms, popular Web 2.0 words and more to
create your domain.You can move the resulting words to the scratchboard and then either
clear your selection of check their availability.
17. Namestation

The domain name generator feature on Namestation allows you to combine keyword
lists, add suffixes, generate phonetic names and alliterative names, and much more. You
can quickly check alternative name variations and receive keyword suggestions, look up
definitions and semantically related words for more inspiration, and refine your search
criteria to generate more targeted domain names.
18. Bulktopia
Bulktopia provides domain name suggestions based on your keywords, along with
research into potential domains, such as age, expiration, page rank, backlinks and social
media account availability.
Once you have chosen a suggested domain name, you can click purchase and buy through
a variety of domain registrars.
Source: Mashable
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The Top 25 Most Expensive Domains of all Times
Almost 100 years after the Klondyke gold rush, we had the Internet gold rush. From
1992, a number of visionary people went on to register .com domain names at Network
Solutions for the price of USD 100 for a 2 year registration. These domain names
turned them into millionaires when they got resold later. The list of the top 25 most
expensive domains ever sold has been compiled. (The list was updated in February
2015). There have been three new entries over the last months, and one of them is the
most expensive domain name ever.
The Top 25 Most Expensive Domains of All Times:
Sex, gambling and alcohol. Welcome to the updated top 25 list. Be aware that his list
shows cash only deals for domain names. On other lists the price of the domain name
is mixed up with the purchase of IP rights, website etc.
shopping.de $2.8 Million (2008)
candy.com $3 Million (2009)
vodka.com $3 Million (2006)
sex.xxx $3 Million (2014)
whisky.com $3.1 Million (2014)
mi.com $3.6 Million (2014)
yp.com $3.85 Million (2008)
freeporn.com, $4 Million (2008)
icloud.com, $4.5 Million (2011)
ig.com $4.7 Million (2013)
clothes.com, $4.9 Million (2008)
korea.com, $5 Million (2000)
toys.com, $5.1 Million (2009)
casino.com, $5.5 Million (2007)
slots.com, $5.5 Million (2010)
z.com $6.8 Million (2014)
beer.com, $7 Million (1999)
diamond.com, $7.5 Million (2006)
fb.com, $8.5 Million (2010)
porno.com, $8.9 Million (2015)
porn.com, $9.5 Million (2007)
fund.com, $10 Million (2008)
hotels.com, $11 Million (2001)
sex.com, $13 Million (2010)
360.COM, $17 Million (2015)
Source: European Domain Centre
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Italian ccTLD Passes the 3 Million Domains Registered Mark

The Italian country code registry announced that they’d passed the 3 million domains
registered. With the Italian registry about to kick off celebrations of their 30 years in
existence the milestone was quite timely. The first .it domain name was registered in
December 1987. They hit 1 million names registered in 2005, a number which doubled
to 2 million a mere 5 years later.
In common with other ccTLD registries, the Italian registry has commissioned some
studies of the market to get a better idea of adoption, both of their ccTLD as well as
domains and related technologies.
The results from the 2016 study are quite interesting (emphasis added):
It was revealed that 67% of companies have at least one domain, and 5% have more
than one. 65% of micro-enterprises with a domain use it to read email, and only 15%
use it for communication and marketing. It was also clearly revealed that 91% are not
involved in e-commerce. The sample analyzed also showed that Facebook, despite
its 28 million users, is used for business purposes by only 27% of those interviewed,
while 71% admit they have no company page on any social network. The positive
fact is that 73% of the interviewed companies that have a domain name chose “.it”
over other extensions such as “.com”, “.net”, “.eu” and How businesses use the ‘net is
important. Email is still the “killer app”, as the Italian statistics clearly show. While
e-commerce is something that many people focus on the takeup is low. But the fact
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that most Italian businesses are completely ignoring social media is really intriguing,
as Italians themselves have definitely embraced social.
The finding that .it is the domain of choice for Italian businesses isn’t that surprising.
As Domenico Laforenza, head of the .it registry points out, “the “.it” domain has grown
steadily over time; it’s preferred over other extensions, and this is due to an awareness
of the need for a distinctive Made in Italy brand, partly for the global and highly
competitive market that is the internet.” Laforenza concludes: “Despite this important
milestone, we still have a lot of work to do; in our country there is limited awareness
of the importance of having a domain name, and the Registry is going to strengthen
partnerships with key Italian social and economic associations and organizations in
order to help reduce the digital divide in Italy.”
According to World Bank data Italy’s internet penetration currently stands at just over
65.5%, while Ireland is at 80.12% and the UK is at 92%.
Source: Internet News

.ae Domain Registrations Top 200,000

UAE’s Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA) has announced that the
number of registrations in the national domain (.ae) have reached more than 200,000
registered domain names.
This announcement comes as a part of a special periodic report issued by the .ae domain
administration in TRA as the .ae ccTLD (country code top level domain) registry.
This figure reflects a remarkable growth rate of more than 14 per cent compared to the
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latest report issued by TRA in this regards in December of last year, where the total
number of domain registration was 175 thousand registered domain names.
Majid Sultan Al Mesmar, acting TRA director general said: “The UAE national
domain maintains the lead with regards to the number of domain registration in
the Arab World. This reflects the companies, business sector and the customers’
confidence in the provided services, and its positive impact on their commercial
activity. For achieving customer happiness and continuous upgrade in the quality of
provided services, the registration process is distinctive by its simple procedures,
and the availability of short and attractive names.”
“The national domain (.ae) contributes in better serve the internet industry presence
and developing the digital content in the UAE, and we look forward to maintain
the steady growth rates in the coming years, which would allow us to enhance the
leadership of the UAE in all fields related to TRA work,” he added.
Mohammad Al Zarooni, director of Policy & Programs Department in TRA,
said: “We maintain our efforts to make the national domain (.ae) the obvious
perfect solution for the internet community at-large in the UAE. We emphasize
the importance of constant implementation of best practices and managing the
internet domain names in fair and transparent manner. We have certified more
than 20 accredited registrars, whom are qualified to provide excellent service,
which would open the competition doors to provide best offers, prices, services
and quality standards for users.”
The national domain name (.ae) attracts key companies intending to take advantage
of business opportunities, events and exhibitions hosted by the UAE. The use of
the national domain name also ensures to maintain the intellectual and commercial
property rights of the owners of well-known brands in the world.
The registration process is very simple, as it does not take more than three minutes,
given that accredited registrars are competing to provide services with the highest
standards, including smart applications and online registration.
The.ae Domain Administration (.aeAD), the regulatory body and registry operator
for the .ae domain, a subsidiary of TRA, is mandated to manage the national domain.
It has also established the new framework, which comprises of an administrative
structure, clarifying the roles in the sector, to guarantee a sustainable growth of
the namespace and promoting competition by accrediting multiple .ae registrars..
Source: Gulf Digital News
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.US Wants to Sell 1 & 2 Character Domains & Allow Privacy on
all .US Registrations
The .US Registry opened two issues up for requests for public comment, on December
15th.
All comments should be emailed to stakeholdercouncil@neustar.us
The first issue relates to the potential release of 1 and 2 character .US domains.
The second relates to the potential allowance of .US registrants to utilize privacy
protection services.
The comment period for both requests closes on January 16, 2017 and you are free to
comment on either or both.
The usTLD Stakeholder Council (“Council”) and Neustar, Inc. (“Neustar”), the registry
operator for the usTLD, is seeking public comment on the Council’s recommendation to
Neustar to release one and two character domain names in connection with the usTLD
Premium Domain Name (“PDN”) plan.“The primary goal of the proposed PDN Plan is
to increase the use and awareness of the .US brand in the consumer marketplace.
Additionally, the PDN Plan provides the opportunity for Neustar to allocate .US
Premium Names to support organizations or activities that will help spread awareness
or encourage growth of the .US domain.
As part of an overall effort by Neustar, to raise awareness and use of the .US domain,
the PDN Plan would make available to the public at a premium price certain highvalue, highly-visible, premium .US domain names (“.US Premium Domains”), some of
which are currently designated as “reserved” (including one- and two-character .US
domain names), and others that would be newly designated as such.
While intended to protect existing intellectual property rights and preserve the legacy
locality namespace, the release and implementation of a premium name space will foster
new growth for the .US domain extension using current best practices and allocation
standards. Throughout the plan, all policies and restrictions regarding two-character
state and territorial abbreviations or numbered domain names are recommended to
still be in effect in particular opinions are being sort on:
Should the usTLD policy be revised to allow the release of 1 and 2 character domains?
• Should the usTLD registry operator include currently unregistered and registered
name as premium names? (The premium plan will not affect existing registrants’
domain names, nor will it affect transfers of existing names.)?
• What, if any, impact would the introduction of 2 character names at the second level
have on the legacy city.state.us registrations in .US? Please explain any concerns
you have in detail?
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Neustar, Inc. (“Neustar”), is also seeking public comment on its recommendation to
allow for the implementation of a registry-based wholesale privacy registration service
in the .US Top Level Domain. Stakeholders at the 2015 usTLD Stakeholder Town
Hall identified the lack of privacy services as a key issue suppressing domain name
registration in the .US TLD. In an increasingly competitive landscape, in which many
of the competitors to .US allow some type of privacy or proxy service, Neustar and
the Council want to increase domain name registrations to ensure a robust, healthy
namespace and believe that the implementation of such services will put .US on an
equal footing with its closest competitors in both the generic and country code toplevel domain namespaces.
The Council is seeking public comments on the following questions:
• Do you support the implementation of privacy services for .US domain name
holders?
• What issues, if any, will registrars have with implementing privacy services as set
forth in the plan?
• Does the plan adequately address the concerns of law enforcement while preserving
the expected level of privacy of registrants who request the service?
When a registrant buys a domain name, registry policy in line with industry standards
require registrars to obtain and provide to the registry, the registrant’s contact
information, including name, physical address, email address, and phone number. This
information is publicly available in the WHOIS database, a searchable directory that
holds all the contact information for domain name registrants. The WHOIS database
is freely searchable by anyone with access to the internet. In these times of increased
awareness of the dangers of identity theft and other threats, many registries and
registrars offer privacy services to their registrants. A privacy service lists alternative,
reliable registrant contact information in WHOIS, while keeping the domain name
registered to its beneficial user, the registrant.
The Council is requesting your comments on a plan that will be submitted to the
Department of Commerce that will request authority under the contract to allow
privacy services to be implemented for .US.”
Of course .US domain names are eligible to be owned by United States citizens,
residents, or organizations, or a foreign entity with a presence in the United States.
We are not sure how you can keep enforce the nexus requirement when domain names
are under privacy.
Although the registrars will know the owners account info we assume .US would have to
ask for the real ownership information for each domain going through a ton of registrars.
Source: The Domains
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Mitsubishi Pulls Plug on dot-brand gTLD
Japanese conglomerate Mitsubishi has told ICANN that it no longer wishes to operate
one of its dot-brand gTLDs.
The company has filed a termination notice covering its .mtpc domain, which stands
for Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma Corporation.
The gTLD was delegated in February 2015, but Mitsubishi has never put it to use.
Registry reports show only two names ever appeared in the .mtpc space.
It’s the 19th gTLD from the 2012 round to voluntarily self-terminate, or to allow
ICANN to terminate it, after signing a Registry Agreement.
All terminated gTLDs so far have been dot-brands.
Mitsubishi also owns .mitsubishi. That dot-brand appeared earlier this year but also
has not yet been put to use.
Source: Domain Incite

What Domain Names Business Insider and Others Bought
Business Insider buys domain name for new section of its site.
It has been found that December is one of the best domain sales months of the year.
People want to buy domains for projects before the year is up, and other people make
New Year’s Resolutions to start new businesses. Do you see the same thing?
Sedo did have any headliners this past week (at least that were made public), but there
were some nice end user sales, including one to Business Insider.
Here’s a list of the end user domain name sales last week at Sedo:
(You can view previous lists like this here. If you would like to learn how to sell your
domain names like these on Sedo, download this report.)
NewEDU.com $11,000 - Academic Colleges of New Zealand
Koudijs.com $7,700 - Koudijs is an animal feed company owned by De Heus Animal
Nutrition.
FoxTrot.co $7,500 - Foxtrot is a “modern design and strategy agency” based in Austin.
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SoutheastGas.com $6,000 - The Southeast Alabama Gas District in Alabama.
Real-Estate-Guide.de €3,000 - the folks at antique-guide GmbH are buying even more
domains.
Air-Alliance.com $3,000 – Luxembourg Air Rescue, which does what its name implies.
TheBahamas.com $2,999 - A student at University of Central Florida bought this
domain name and has already started an educational site about whales.
ARAform.com €2,900 - Brazilian technology company Leonsoft.
AlertGo.com $2,688 - CutCom Software Inc. has a handful of products, but none are
called AlertGo.com (yet).
Running.shop €2,500 - All4running, which uses the site All4running.nl.
Launchpad.biz $2,500 - Web services company AblySoft bought this domain name,
presumably for one of its new products/brands.
GBS.co.uk £2,400 - GBS Architectural Limited bought its acronym.
InsiderPicks.com $2,000 - Business Insider bought this for what looks like a listiclesof-stuff-you-can-buy site.
Source: Domain Name Wire
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AGIP Participated at INTA Digital World Conference

BRUSSELS - Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP), represented by its
Domain Names Executive Director, Mr. Mahmoud Lattouf, and its Counsel
and Business Development Executive Director, Ms. Dima Naber, participated
at the INTA Digital World Conference, which took place in Brussels, Belgium,
on December 1 - 2, 2016.
The conference tackled some of the pertinent digital world issues facing the
intellectual property community such as digital single market, managing brands
online and the Internet of Things.
During the conference, Mr. Mahmoud Lattouf carried out a presentation with the
title:
“How to Expand and Protect Commercial Interests on the Ever-Changing
Internet?”, tackling issues related to brand protection in the domain name
system, social media, digital marketplaces, smartphone apps, and the Internet
of Things, among other related issues.
It is worth mentioning that INTA Digital World Conference has brought together
industry leaders and key stakeholders to work together on anti-counterfeiting
solutions, and shape their practice and business strategies for a smarter protection
in a fast-paced and ever-changing Digital World.
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Please feel free to contact us at:
info@tag-domains.com
Tel.: +962 6 5100 900 ext.1625
Fax: +962 6 5100 901
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